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Abstract

DLABOLOVÁ DITA, RYBIČKA JIŘÍ: Study maps as a tool for the adaptive tests construction. Acta Universitatis Agriculturae et Silviculturae Mendelianae Brunensis, 2013, LXI, No. 7, pp. 2045–2054

Measurement of students’ knowledge is an essential part of the educational process. Teachers on universities often use computer-based tests to testing a large number of students in a short time. The question is, what kind of information these tests provide, and if it is possible to classify students on this basis. Praxis shows that the scalar test results in the form of simple numbers cannot be plainly interpreted as the level of knowledge; moreover it is not easy to build such tests, which detect the necessary information. In the first part of the article we present the results of pedagogical experiment focused on the difference between information obtained through the computer-based test and a teacher’s interview with the same students. Possible starting point to improve information from computer-based tests in non-scalar form is a construction of an adaptive test, adapting test items to identify knowledge similar to a conversation with a teacher. As a tool for the design of the adaptive tests we use so called study maps, which are described in the second part of the article.

adaptive testing, computer assisted testing, mind map, concept map, knowledge, study map, tests in higher education

Number of university students is very high in some courses. Verification of their knowledge cannot be made by an oral examination and similar time-consumption methods, hence computer-aided testing is used very often. Questions that can be processed by the computer itself are used in the computer tests, these questions are composed from the taught curriculum selection by qualified teachers. But this composing process has not a systematic support and an appropriate balancing of the share of parts and difficulty. Thus, results obtained from these tests usually does not represent required explanatory power. The test result is often depicted as an amount of points and student obtains appropriate mark on this point basis. We detect some principal questions in this context: What knowledge, however, such a mark match? Have two students with the same score the same knowledge? Is it possible to get passed mark, even if a student’s knowledge is insufficient? These problems were discussed in many articles with many points of view. For example prof. Vaníček (1999) says: …numbers (marks) do not reflect any operation of composition in the real world. There even is not any empirical justification between particular grades. The difference between 3 and 4 is a difference between success and fail, the difference between 1 and 2 is a different intensity of a complementary praise to the success in passing the exam. If we calculate an arithmetic mean from the grades, we gain a number that has no meaning in an empirical world.1 This cite from a year 1999 sums up one of topics of our research and this paper – the topic is finding an answer and a possible solution on a question – is one number (grade) able to describe student’s knowledge? Especially when the number was obtained from a computer assisted test with closed questions?

In 2012 a preliminary pedagogical experiment of comparing a computer assisted test (with closed

A focus on knowledge of context. The use of more complex or open questions. The large number of students. This condition excludes computer evaluation without an intervention of students.

Main condition of this test construction was questions with one or with more correct answers. Questions, ordering questions, multiple choice questions, with one or with more correct answers. Main condition of this test construction was computer evaluation without an intervention of teachers, because these courses are studied by very large number of students. This condition excludes the use of more complex or open questions. The whole test is divided into five thematic modules; at least 50% from each module is necessary to pass the test (the reason for their implementation is described in details in Haluza, Talandová, 2009). Guessing correction is implemented in the test, i.e. wrong answers are penalized with negative amount of points. This amount is proportional to the probability of guessing the correct answer. Test from the course INAGB is a test with 17 closed questions of different types, no division into modules is performed on 90 tests and it consisted of a written computer test and of a following oral exam. The experiment was performed within a university course Informatics for Economists II (Informatika pro ekonomy II, an abbreviation IPE2 is used in following text) taught at Faculty of Business and Economics (FBE) and within a course Informatics in Agribusiness (Informatika v agrobyznysu, INAGB) taught at Faculty of Agriculture (AF), both at Mendel University in Brno (MENDELU) during the summer semester 2011/2012. Goal of the experiment was to intercept the difference between “classic” computer based test (computer assisted test with closed questions) and an oral exam. The experiment was performed on 90 tests and it consisted of a written computer test and of a following oral exam.

Written computer assisted test was performed via an e-learning application in a University Information System of Mendel University (UIS). The test from the course IPE2 is a test with 25 closed questions of different types: dichotomous questions, ordering questions, multiple choice questions with one or with more correct answers. Main condition of this test construction was computer evaluation without an intervention of teachers, because these courses are studied by very large number of students. This condition excludes the use of more complex or open questions. The whole test is divided into five thematic modules; at least 50% from each module is necessary to pass the test (the reason for their implementation is described in details in Haluza, Talandová, 2009).

Guessing correction is implemented in the test, i.e. wrong answers are penalized with negative amount of points. This amount is proportional to the probability of guessing the correct answer. Test from the course INAGB is a test with 17 closed questions of different types, no division into modules is performed on 90 tests and it consisted of a written computer test and of a following oral exam. The experiment was performed on 90 tests and it consisted of a written computer test and of a following oral exam.

The main method used to examine the results of the experiment was casuistry – particular tests and following complementary questions were chosen as representatives of common cases or observations during the experiment and described in details to depict the results.

RESULTS

To illustrate the difference between a computer test and an oral exam, particular tests were chosen. Three basic kinds of situations were observed:

• The test result is akin to the oral exam results.
• Deep ignorance of the topic – wrong answer doesn’t mean only a mistake in the particular question, but behind the wrong answer there is an absence of knowledge of basic terms.
• The result of the written test doesn’t correspond to the result of the oral exam – in both ways.

The detail description of particular chosen examples follows.

The first case is a desirable state showing only an acceptable difference in the results of both tests. In the tests from this category, students usually don’t know incorrectly answered questions and knows correctly answered ones. Sometimes there are some small mistakes caused by wrong interpretation of the question or similar reasons. There can be also found some amount of questions that were just guessed or learned by heart from the study materials. In this category there is in some cases a basic background knowledge behind incorrectly answered or skipped questions.

Following two tests are examples of deep ignorance of the topic, one item was chosen to illustrate the problem from both tests. First example is from a test named A1, which is from a course...
INAGB, the result of the test was 56.02%. One of the items discussed during the oral exam was *The term relation in a relation database system means:* with a wrong answer: a relationship between different entities from different sets, the correct answer for this item was: chosen elements originated from a Cartesian product of sets, which represent data types. Student was asked to describe different kinds of database systems – hierarchical, network and relational. He gave basic characteristics, which were exactly citing features of the database systems as they were stated in the study material, hence the terms from the question were determined one by one in following dialog:

**Q:** The relationships in the database system, between what actually they are? **A:** between computers and computer systems.

**Q:** What is an entity? **A:** Services.

**Q:** What is a database system? **A:** It gathers and provides information.

**Q:** What are the components of a database system? **A:** Information.

**Q:** What is a database management system? **A:** Data are managed there.

This dialog can be seen as a proof that the student's knowledge about the database topic was zero.

The second example is from a test A2, again a course INAGB. Result was 51.77%, one of the examined questions was *Compression is:* it was correctly answered *(process of redundancy decreasing in data).* Following complementary questions were posed with no or wrong *(very vague)* answer. Between the questions, a short explanation of a term from the previous question was given to the student:

- *What is the basic principle of compression?*
- *What is the purpose of using compression?*
- *Have you ever used compression in practice?*
- *Compression rate, on what does it depend?*
- *What is the difference between BMP and JPG format?*
- *Which file format is very close to an image with no compression? A: GIF.*

Again, the absence of the knowledge, now behind a correctly answered item, is obvious.

Three examples from the third category – deep difference between the written test result and the result of the oral exam, follows. First of them is named E1, course IPE2, result was 86.98%, which was the best result for IPE2. Out of 25 questions, three were answered incorrectly, one was skipped and one was partially correct. First examined question was: *Which mathematical function is able to transform a number of different realizations of a phenomenon on the quantity corresponding to the amount of information?* It was correctly answered *(logarithm of any base).* During the subsequent dialog, actual very poor student's knowledge about the information theory and about logarithm function showed up. Next examined item was about recognizing of a content of a file in a CSV format. The student knew the “textbook definition” what CSV format is, but had no idea about its use. Than questions to a database module were asked *(all the five items in the database module were quite similar, so no particular one was chosen, the result of the module was 65%).* Further questions showed up that the student even does not have an idea of what actually a database is – e.g. he does not know who or what poses the queries for a database.

Next example named E2, again the course IPE2. Its result is 54 points and 66.75%, only one module was missing with result 40%. The student wasn't able to answer any of complementary questions, even about the items that were correctly answered. The last example for this category is named E3, course IPE2, it was a re-sit, the previous result was 56% *(during the first term the result of the oral exam was similar to the result of the written test, but in few cases, student didn't know correctly answered question).* The result of E3 was 77.33 points, 83.33%, all modules were fulfilled, the result was the second best for IPE2. The student mostly did not answer any question, very few answers that he gave were absolutely wrong. Anyway, the student claimed that the previous oral exam helped him in better understanding of the subject of the course.

Opposite example of a difference between the test result and the oral exam is named E4, course IPE2, 47 points, 61.78%, one module was missing *(databases).* The oral exam started with the database module, which was missing. First examined item was: *Choice of all attributes in a listing of elements in a relation at command SELECT is: where the answer wasn't correct *(in the chosen answer was that a formula ALL should be used, instead of correct answer – using a character “*”). Complementary questions were: Explain what is a relational DB system., Explain what is a relation?, What is an entity? All of them were answered correctly.* Next examined question was *Projection operation in a relational database system is:* no answer was chosen. The complementary questions were about different operations over databases, the questions went quite deep in the topic and they were all answered correctly. Same result was for the last examined item *How do we call a part of an information system intended for a tactical management?* which was answered incorrectly, again the complementary questions went deep into the topic. After this examining of the database module giving correct answers, the examination was finished.

In total 113 different complementary questions were used during the oral exams, 68 of them were used only once, 6 uses were the maximum. For the complementary questions that were posed at least four times, particular test items were assigned. Since sometimes asking the complementary questions was a long process, in those assigns also not actually obvious connections can be seen. As an example,
a complementary question: What is a client? was asked at following test items:

JavaScript language can be used for creation of dynamic documents.

Choose a correct statement for the code bellow:… (followed by a piece of HTML code with JavaScript)

Internet service WWW works on a client-server principle. The term 'protocol' in this meaning means:

Choose a correct statement about dynamic documents.

Since with many test items, more complementary questions were used, when those selected complementary questions and test items were placed into a structure similar to concept map, a network depiction of common examined topics in examined courses was obtained.

Subjective impression of the tests was that the tests in most cases don’t correspond to the real student’s knowledge. Mostly the background knowledge and interconnections between different facts or statements was missing. It is impossible to formalize the subjective observations, but the previous casuistry should serve for the illustration. The casuistry is supported by two bar charts. All results were divided in four categories: less than 50%, 50–60%, 61–70% and more than 70%. For better understanding of the bar charts, two pie charts are added – pie charts showing results (in percentage) of the written tests for both courses. Fig. 1 depicts the pie chart for the course IPE2 on the left side, the course INAGB on the right side.

1: Division of the test results in the course IPE2 on the left side, the course INAGB on the right side

![Pie charts](image1.png)

2: Comparison of the oral exam result with the test result, divided according from the written test result – the course IPE2

![Bar charts](image2.png)

3: Comparison of the oral exam result with the test result, divided according from the written test result – the course INAGB

![Bar charts](image3.png)
Then, all results of the oral examination were divided into three categories: “worse than written test”, “similar result to the written test” and “better than the written test”. This result is depicted in a bar chart. There was a principal difference between those numbers for the tests from both courses, so a separate graph for each of them was created. Unfortunately this made the sparse data even sparser, so those graph can't be seen as a formal result of the experiment. Another problem of the graphs is subjectivity in the division in the three categories. Hence the purpose of the graph is an illustration of a subjective observation. Fig. 2 shows the graph for the course Informatics for Economists II.

Fig. 3 shows the graph for the course Informatics in Agribusiness.

The bar chart for the course INAGB shows that for all results of the test, in one third of the cases, the result was the same, for one third better and for one third worse. In the course IPE2 the situation is different, for the test over 60%, there was inconsiderable amount of better results during the oral exam than during the test. It has to be said, that the worse results in those two categories were actually much worse (as was e.g. the above mentioned tests E1 and E3, which were the best results of the written test, but during the oral exam, the students didn't know anything). In the category under 50%, the most numerous group were tests with the oral exam even worse than the test. In the middle category, the most numerous group were tests of both kinds of testing, it has to be said that the main reason is that those tests can be formally described as “student knows something and something not”, which was usually the result of the oral exam as well, but the fact is that in many cases there was a difference in what student knows/does't know according to the test and according to the oral exam.

For complex investigation, a test named E5 was chosen. It was chosen as an example of both previously described problems – deep ignorance of basic knowledge and the result of the written test does not correspond to the oral exam. Student didn't pass the exam, because he didn't fulfill three modules (of five), the overall result was 57%. The overall scalar result of the test “is not bad”, but during the oral exam it showed up, that student didn't know the basic terms, he didn't understand the matter and he didn't know any relations between the topics. Final result of the student was F. Only three modules out of five were discussed during the oral exam due to large time demands. Three questions from the oral exam were chosen as a sample. From the module “dynamic web documents” a question with a right answer was chosen. The question was: What kind of documents is created in JavaScript language? Some of very tightly related terms were known to the student – HTML language, division on static and dynamic documents and their relations. Anyway, he didn't know other basic terms – what is a client, what JavaScript enables us to create, what is the difference between a client-side dynamic document and at the server-side dynamic document. From the module “character encoding” a wrong answered question was chosen: Is it possible to change encoding of Czech text from Windows 1250 encoding to ISO Latin 2? It wasn't only this question the student didn't know, also basic terms contained in the question were missing, e.g. student didn't have an idea what is a character encoding, what are national characters, which encodings are used for Czech language or which family of languages uses encodings Windows 1250 or PC Latin 2. Obviously there is no sense in asking on particular types of encoding a person, who doesn't know what is a character encoding at all. Very similar result was with a wrong answered question from the module “databases”, the examined question was Which of following commands inserts into table knihy values ‘Beran’, ‘Typografie’ manual’,3,2003?. When the student didn't know we asked what a database is and he had no idea.

Based on the observation during the oral examination and other results a method of a computer adaptive testing was designed. This adaptive testing method should test relations within the knowledge and the context. Also the result of the test should be displayed in a “non-scalar” form, in a form keeping the structure of knowledge proven in the test. There are three common data structures suitable for this purpose of keeping the structured knowledge and also for the representation of the result of the test. Those data structures are mind maps, concept maps and topic maps.

Mind maps. Mind map serves for a graphical representation of the thoughts; basically it is a diagram, where terms are radially organized around a central term (Buzan, 1996). From the point of view of a graph theory a mind map is a tree.

Concept maps. Concept map contains a set of terms interconnected with named relations. Very often, a concept map is used to store a compact piece of knowledge (Novak, Musonda, 1991).

Topic maps. They are standardized in an ISO standard ISO/IEC 13250:2003. They are defined as a “deterministic formal system of elements and sets of element modeling conversations and noting knowledge” (ISO/IEC, 2003). They are composed of two layers – upper and lower, that are connected through occurrences (Hunting, 2003). A concept map of the part of the course Informatics for Economists II was created in a program CMapTools4. Into this map, results of the written test were entered up. Each question was related to one or more concepts or relations. Right answer meant coloring by green color, wrong
answer by red color, no answer yellow. This concept map is in Fig. 4.

Even in the thumbnail in 4, it is very obvious from the concept map, that the test is testing only fragmentary knowledge. Later, the questions from the oral exams were entered up into the same concept map under the same principle. This concept map is in Figure 5. This completion of the concept map gave us an overall image that corresponded to a “verbal” result of the exam – large red areas proving missing of basic knowledge, with some fragments of terms that the student knew.

The purpose of figures 4 and 5 is to illustrate the difference in coverage of the topic between the computer test and the oral exam. The content of the nodes is not important for this illustration.

Figure 6 is used for an illustration is a mind map of the whole course IPE2, where answers from the written test were visualized. On this mind map it is visible that the knowledge tested by the test lays only in the deepest layer, presuming that students have the knowledge of higher levels. The purpose of this figure is to illustrate the structure of the whole course compared with the coverage of the topic by the test. The content of the nodes is not significant again.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Examples from tests A1 and A2 show very deep ignorance behind wrong answers or skipped items in the tests. This ignorance was the main reason for evaluating of the result of the oral exam as worse.

4: Concept map of IPE2 with answers from the test E5

5: Concept map of IPE2 with responses from the oral exam over test E5
than the test – depicted in figures 2 and 3. Absence of basic background knowledge was also observed in the examination of the complementary questions. It can be seen that different test items leads to common ignorance of a basic knowledge.

Example tests named E2, E3 and E4 show cases when the result of the test doesn't correspond to the oral exam at all. A subjective impression of the tests was that students knew the test questions before the test (the test pool is not large enough for being used every semester with enormous amount of students, so there is very high probability that the questions are known to the students). Important note is that those two tests had the best two test results of the course IPE2, but the progress of the oral exam can be seen as the worst ones.

The subjective observation of the differences between both kinds of testing is depicted in figures 2 and 3. Especially figure 3 (course IPE2) supports an idea of Alfred Binet from the beginning of 20th century – a common test is calibrated for an average student, students under and over the average is put at disadvantage (Binet & Simon, 1905, in Weiss, 2004). This idea was a foundation for an adaptive testing.

Comparing figures 4 and 5 shows how much the knowledge tested by the computer test are out of context. Actually they are just lonesome terms, compared with the structure of the course depicted in 6, the result is irrelevant with the structure of the course.

A sum up of this observation can be a citation of prof. Vaníček: In any case, it is nonsense to count of partial results arithmetic means. If student did not understand any part of the topic, which is crucial for the given area, he must re-sit the exam, even if he mastered another part of the topic perfectly. On the other hand, an insensitive using of this rule without offering a proper help, would be to tough. For this reason, it is very disputable to make a decision based only at result of a written exam. The nescience doesn't have to be always a deep ignorance. The wrong or missing answer can be a result only of a misunderstanding or omission.5

Primary results (relevant to the design of an adaptive test) of the comparison can be sum up as following:

- Knowledge of relations between the terms is an indicator of understanding of the area.
- Those statements gave a base for a proposal of an adaptive test – it is crucial to test the relations between the terms and to pose the question in the moment, when it is proven that the student understands preceding facts. Before we can create a test which is testing knowledge of relations, it is necessary to organize the knowledge in a way capturing the relations. For this purpose two data structures were designed in dependency on previous research described in the section “Introduction”.
- First structure is based on a principle of mind map. It is different from a mind map, we call it study map. The second structure is a concept map.

### Solution design

All parts of our solution are designed for computer aided. Known principles of implementation of concept maps will be used for study map implementation but new formats for tests in each node will be developed. Algorithm for adaptive testing is presented below. Description of all design components is in following paragraphs.

### Study map

The basic idea is to display a structure of a topic in a different form than the linear form (used in books). Both mind and concept maps are considered by many researchers as a useful and functional tools used for this purpose in many areas (Beel, 2004; Buzan, 1996; Novak, 2006). Concerning the desired goal, concept or mind map it itself couldn't be used, so a study map that evolved from the mind map and a concept map was created. The basic differences from the mind map is the content of the nodes – node in a mind map contains usually only one term, in the study map, the content is more rich. Next important difference lays in multiple parental nodes of the nodes in the study map. The study map captures all the topics of the course in a hierarchical structure. It has two purposes: it determines an order of questions in a test and it serves as a study material. Features of study map are following:

- It is a general directed graph. The layout is similar to a tree, but it can contain circles.
- There is a central node in the center; the name should define a goal of the course.
- Name of the other nodes is a particular topic. Complete study map contains also a study text to the topic and a list of key terms.
- Each edge is directed, which creates the hierarchical structure.
- The first nodes of all “branches” are the main topics of the course. They branch out in sub-topics in the same manner as book is divided into chapters and sub-chapters.

---

5 Our own loose translation from Czech (Vaníček, 2002, p. 140).
If the study map is used as a base for test, it should be divided into layers. The first proposal uses three layers. Based on other findings, different number of layers can be used.

Division in layers (using three layers):

- **1st layer**: key, fundamental knowledge, crucial for understanding subsequent themes.
- **2nd layer**: knowledge base of the course.
- **3rd layer**: deep knowledge, necessary for best students, but also a student without this knowledge is able to pass the course.
Example of a study map created over a course Informatics for Economists II is in Fig. 7. The figure illustrates the structure of the study map and the division into layers — they are noted by different colors of the edges: first layer is red, second is yellow and the third is blue. The content of the nodes is not significant.

**Concept map**

Above mentioned analysis of complementary questions and the test items with which they were used was a base for this concept map. Not all relations are captured in the study map. The second structure — concept map is intended to support the study map, it contains all the important terms and it captures all the relations, even those which cannot be captured in the study map. The concept map should be generated from the study map and then the other relations should be added manually. Examples of partial concept maps for a course IPE2 are Fig. 4 and Fig 5.

**Test items**

Each test item is bound with a particular term or with a relation. Bound term should be the most concrete as it is possible. It should be also watched into which layer the item belongs.

**Test process**

The test is adaptive. The test items are not given in advance, but they are chosen according to student answers. The principle of choosing items is similar to the “pyramid model” (Weiss, 2004). The adaptivity of the test should model the course of the oral exam and it is based on the hierarchy of the study map. Principle is following: in the case of the right answer, an item from the next layer is chosen, in the case of wrong answer, an item from a sibling of the node is chosen or the testing of the given branch is over (in dependency on other factors described lower). Hence in the case of right answers, the test is depth-first search of the graph, in the case of wrong answers the test is breadth-first search. The result of this principle is that no item is asked without proving preceding knowledge. In future, the following item should be chosen not only according to the study map, but according to the concept map as well.

The reason for division of the study map into layers is following: first layer contains key knowledge, wrong answer in this layer means that the student misses fundamental knowledge and testing of this layer is over. Wrong answer on a second and third layer means next item from the sibling, but this breadth-first search should be limited to avoid trying all the sub-branches — after e.g. three following wrong answers, testing of the particular branch is over. This number is a question of further research.

Algorithm for choosing items is in a simplified manner described in Fig 8.

**Visualization of the test results**

For the visualization of the test results the study map and the concept map are used. Both maps are colored according to the right or wrong answers in the test. Green color of a node or of a relation means right answer, red color is wrong answer. The result is given by area, not by a simple number. It represents one of the non-scalar representations of knowledge.

There are many future steps to be done. Designed methodology must be verified in practice on a larger sample of students. Also a detailed methodology for creation of a study map and the test items and
their connection with terms must be created. The whole process and all the parts should be supported by a specialized software tool. There are also some possible drawbacks, which need to be solved or minimized.

Possible drawbacks – knowledge representation:
• Proper creation of a study map is very crucial for proper testing. Without good study map, the test won't work properly. Creation of the study map can also be very time demanding. This can be partly sort by a software tool enabling to convert current study materials that already have structure into the study map (e.g. a material in TeX or in HTML could be quite easily converted).
• Concept map can become very large and complex.

Possible drawbacks – testing:
• Long duration of the test.
• Huge pole of test items needed.
• Same size of the “branches” can't be presumed, the number of test items can differ for each student, and hence the objectivity of the test is not fulfilled. This problem has to be sorted out; probably a solid number of test items will be given.
• According to the current proposal – about knowing or not knowing the topic (the node in the study map) is decided according to answer on one question, which is very strict.
• In current version of the proposal a skipping an item is not possible.

Those problems and drawbacks are a manner to solve. Especially the algorithm of choosing the questions must be exactly specified.

SUMMARY
This article addresses the problem of computer-based student testing. A pedagogical experiment comparing information obtained from computer-based test and oral examination was performed in this area. The expected result was a difference between the two types of information. Possible solution of this problem is a construction of adaptive tests. So called study maps can be used as a tool for the construction. Nodes of the study map represent some part of study material and edges represent logical binding between them. Each node of study map can contain test part. The test poses questions in a logical context and presented testing algorithm impersonate oral exam. Results of adaptive test are in a form of area, not a simple number. Such area exactly represents student's knowledge and enables to assign exact classification. All parts of the proposed solution are suitable for computer implementation.
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